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2Importance of Atmospheric Wave #
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Atmospheric wave is a key to understand dynamics and meteorology

However, atmospheric wave activities in the Venusian cloud layer are 
not well understood due to the difficulty of continuous observation

Difficult to observe 
atmospheric parameters
→ Not well understood

→ Some waves were identified



3Venusian Cloud Morphology #

Cloud morphology can be used as a diagnostic tool of atmospheric dynamics

Kelvin wave (Matsuno, 1966)
Planetary-scale wave found in 
the equatorial regionCoupled?

(Ando et al., 2021)

- Crisp et al. (1991) found a zonal-
wavenumber-1 cloud opacity variation in
low latitudes

- The variation quasi-periodically moved
westward and persisted for a few weeks

- Can a Kelvin wave explain the
observed cloud variation?



4Setup of the GCM #

- Dynamical core is based on CCSR/NIES GCM (Numaguti et al., 
1995), which is also applied to a Mars GCM (Kuroda et al., 2005)

- Resolution: T42 (128 x 64 grids), 52 vertical layers (0~95 km)

- Dynamical settings are taken from Yamamoto et al. (2019, 2021)
→ Wind and thermal structures are identical to Yamamoto et al.

- Topography is not included

- A radiative transfer scheme is taken from Ikeda (2011)

- Cloud physics parameterization including Mode 1~3
→ condensation/evaporation, sedimentation

- Simple chemistry that represents H2SO4 cycle 

Venus General Circulation Model (GCM) used in this study

Dynamical settings
Parameter Value
Planet radius 6051.848 km
Gravity acceleration 8.87 m s-2

Planetary rotation 
period

243 Earth days

Length of solar day 117 Earth days
Gas constant 191.4 J kg-1 K-1

Solar constant 2607 W m-2

Specific heat at the 
constant pressure

8.6 – 10.9 × 102 J kg-1
K-1

Surface drag 
coefficient

4 × 10-3

Vertical eddy diffusion 
for momentum and 
heat

0.8 m2 s-1

Vertical eddy diffusion 
for tracers

0.2 – 4 m2 s-1

The rotation setting is the opposite of the actual Venus in the present study (SR is prograde)



5Cloud formations #

Cloud production
1. H2SO4 formation by simple chemical reactions
2. Condensation is determined by the saturation vapor pressure 

of H2SO4  
3. The liquid H2SO4 and H2O (75% H2SO4) form cloud droplets, 

and the particle sizes are determined by a priori size ratio 
(right fig.) (Haus and Arnold, 2010)

Cloud sedimentation
• Stokes velocity

𝜌!: particle density, 𝑟: radius,
𝜆: mean free path, 𝜇: viscosity,
𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶: experimental parameters
from Kasten (1968)

Mode 1 2 2’ 3
Radius (µm) 0.49 1.18 1.40 3.65

Velocity (m/day) ~5 ~25 ~50 ~400

(Particle size evolution is not calculated)

Mode mass ratio determined by 
the past in-situ observation
(Knollenberg and Hunten, 1980)← ~ 1 bar



6Implemented chemical reactions #

Reaction Reaction coefficient
SO2 + O + M → SO3 + M 𝑘! = 5×10"##𝑇"$ exp −

2400
𝑇

SO3 + H2O + H2O → H2SO4 + H2O 𝑘# = 2.3×10"%$𝑇 exp
6540
𝑇

H2SO4 + H2O → SO3 + H2O + H2O 𝑘$ = 7×10"!% exp −
5170
𝑇

SO3 + CO →SO2 + CO2 𝑘% = 10"!! exp −
13000
𝑇

Chemical reactions (shown in the table below)
- SO2: linear relaxation to the reference profile (right 

fig.) following Marcq and Lebonnois (2013)
- O: fixed to a reference profile which is proportional 

to solar zenith angle (representing photochemistry)
- CO: fixed 
- SO3, H2SO4, H2O: calculated

Initial vertical profiles



7Zonal mean wind and thermals structure #

[K km-1]     

(a) (b)

[m s-1]  

Color: Meridional [m/s], Contour: zonal Color: Static stability, Contour: Temperature [K]

• Atmospheric Superrotation
• Hadley-like circulations

• Consistent with recent observations
(Ando et al. 2020)

• Low static stability in the cloud layer
Those structures are similar to Yamamoto et al. (2021)



8Zonal mean cloud structure #

Color: Mass loading [mg/m3], Line: Cloud top @1µm

Barstow et al. (2012)

Haus et al. (2014)

Cloud top and bottom structures are qualitatively 
consistent with the past near-infrared observations

Cloud top

Cloud bottom



9#

Color: Height [m], Contour: COD, Vector: Wind [m/s] @50 km
Observation (Crisp et al., 1991)

- A zonal-wavenumber-1 Kelvin wave with a planet-circling period of 7.1 days 
is found in the equatorial region

- Cumulative Optical Depth (COD) variation is caused by the Kelvin wave
→ Similar to the observed opacity variation (Crisp et al., 1991)

Cloud variation and an atmospheric wave
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10#

We performed composite analysis to highlight the variation related to
the Kelvin wave to investigate the variation mechanism
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Planetary-scale Cloud Variation



11Planetary-scale Cloud Variation #

[mg m-3 day-1] [mg m-3 day-1]

(a) (b)
Color: ML changing rate [mg/m3/day], 
Contour: Temperature changing rate [K/day]

Color: ML changing rate [mg/m3/day], 
Contour: Vertical wind [mm/s]

𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑡

= −𝑐
𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑥

- Mass loading (ML) changing rate by temperature: ~0.8 [mg/day]
(calculated with 𝑝234 change by 𝜕𝑇/𝜕𝑡)

- ML changing rate by vertical wind: ~2.5 [mg/day]
(calculated with 𝑝234 vertical gradient and vertical wind)

→ Vertical wind is the leading cause of the periodic cloud variation



12Comparison with Ando et al. (2021) #

(a) Ando et al. (2021)

- The simulated stability is lower than Ando et al. (2021) 
→ smaller temperature amplitude and larger vertical wind amplitude
→ Cloud variation is controlled by vertical wind

- The difference may be attributed to temperature calculation methods
→ Newtonian cooling (Ando et al.) or Radiative transfer (This study) 

[K km-1]     

(a) (b)

[m s-1]  

(b) This study
Effect of static stability 𝑺 Color: Static stability [K/km]

1~2 K/km

𝑆 controlls the amplitude of 
temperature variation

Criteria of instability
𝜕𝜃
𝜕𝑧

=
𝜕 𝜃5 + 𝜃6

𝜕𝑧
< 0

𝑆: Stability Wave amp. 0.2~0.5 K/km
𝜃: Potential temperature



13Implication for Cloud Morphology #

Zonal-wavenumber-1 cloud marking

- COD variation associated with the
Kelvin wave is 15% of total variation

→ Consistent with 10~25% reported by
the past observation (Crisp et al., 1991)

- Rotation period (7.1 day) is larger
than the observation (4.9 ± 0.5 day)
because our model underestimates
zonal wind speed in the cloud layer

→ Providing the zonal wind speed is the
same as the observation, the rotation
period agrees with the observation
(4.2~5.1 days)

The observed variation can be 
explained by a Kelvin wave

(a) (b)

[m]  [mg m-3]  

Crisp et al. (1991)



14Conclusions #

- We reproduced cloud top and bottom structure consistent with the observation

- We reproduced cloud variation consistent with the observation by including
Mode 3 particles

- The cloud variation is coupled with a zonal-wavenumber-1 Kelvin wave

- Kelvin wave vertical wind is essential for maintaining the periodic variation

- Radiative transfer may play an important role on determining the mechanism of
cloud variation

- The reproduced cloud variation chrecteristics are in good agreement with the
observed wavenumber-1 cloud marking

→ the Kelvin wave can explain the cloud variation in low latitudes

This work has been published (JGR Planets): https://doi.org/10.1029/2022JE007595
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